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DEVELOPER BEST 
PRACTICES: EFFORTS 
THAT YOU WILL THANK 
YOURSELF FOR LATER
by Katie Bacon and Andrea Dollen
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 Implemented Archer at 
T. Rowe Price, 4 years

 Presently implementing 
Archer at the 
International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), 4 years

 Implemented Archer at 
TD Ameritrade, 2.5 years

 Implemented Archer at 
Bank of the West, 4.5 
years

 Joined TRU8 Solutions in 
2017 as Manager of 
Strategic GRC Services 
which is now part of 
Crowe

INTRODUCTIONS

KATIE BACON

 Archer Certified in 2010

 Ask an Archer Admin panelist in 
2015 and 2016

 Archer Champion since 2016

 Recipient of the RSA Excellence 
team and the RSA Community 

Advocate individual awards

ANDREA DOLLEN
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The views expressed herein are those of the speaker 
and should not be attributed to the IMF, its Executive 

Board, or its management.

DISCLAIMER
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WELCOME!

ARCHER
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5

KATIE

GROUPS x2

ANDREA

Add LDAP group and equivalent manual group to 

record permission fields!
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INCLUDE BOTH GROUPS
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EMAIL REF5 5

KATIE

GROUPS x2

ANDREA

Include a record reference (such as FND-113) to the 

subject line of every notification!
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USE SUBJECT LINE FOR REFERENCES
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EMAIL REF5

4

5

KATIE

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

ANDREA

Use “Contact System Admin” as the ELSE condition 

on complex IF calculations!
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COMPLEX CALCULATIONS
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EMAIL REF5

4 4

5

KATIE

DDE NAMES

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

ANDREA

Name Rules by what’s being evaluated.

Name Actions by what they do.
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USEFUL NAMES ON DDES’S
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EMAIL REF5

4

3

4

5

KATIE

DDE NAMES

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

DATAFEED USR

ANDREA

Use a unique User Name on the General Tab for 

each datafeed!
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UNIQUE DATAFEED USER
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EMAIL REF5

4

3 3

4

5

KATIE

DDE NAMES

GUIDs GUIDs

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

DATAFEED USR

ANDREA

Report referenced in datafeeds… GUID!

Field and value references in API code… GUID! 
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Have I mentioned that you should always 
use GUIDs over FieldIDs, ReportIDs, 
ValueIDs, etc.?

All of these IDs will change when packaging 
from one environment to another.  GUIDs will 
be retained when mapped correctly. 

You can use IDs instead of GUIDs in API 
Code and Datafeeds if you really want to. It 
will work.  Once.  After that you’ll just be 
waiting for the next explosion!

GUID GUID GUID GUID GUID GUID GUID GUID
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EMAIL REF5

2

4

3 3

4

5

KATIE

DDE NAMES

GUIDs GUIDs

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

DATAFEED USR

DESCRIPTIONS

ANDREA

ALL objects must have a description focusing on the 

“why” more than the “what”!
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 Solutions

 Applications

 Sub-Forms

 Fields

 DDEs

 Workspaces

 Dashboards

 iViews

 Reports

 Subscription Notifications

 etc.

OBJECTS
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EMAIL REF5

2

4

3
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KATIE

DDE NAMES

GUIDs GUIDs

DFLT FIELDS

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

DATAFEED USR

DESCRIPTIONS

ANDREA

Review OOB default fields to make sure they are 

used in the application and meaningful as defaults.
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CHECK DEFAULT FIELDS
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MIGRATION PLAN

EMAIL REF

1

5
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KATIE

DDE NAMES

GUIDs GUIDs

DFLT FIELDS

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

DATAFEED USR

DESCRIPTIONS

ANDREA

Assemble your migration plan as you go!
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 Delete anything you created only for testing purposes before you build a package 

 Document all changes so any errors or warnings during installation can be determined if expected 
behavior

 If you keep subscription notifications inactive in non-PROD, add a PROD only step to reactivate 
them

 Include any reports that get removed from an iView 

 List all deleted objects (fields, DDEs, etc..) as the package does not delete & this must be done 
manually

 List any changes to the History Log fields since these do not come as part of the package

 After each migration to STG/PROD, do this to see if anything was deleted from DEV but not 
documented:
− Generate equivalent package in PROD to what was created in DEV
− Import to DEV
− Map the package to DEV without actually importing which will highlight all the objects that are in PROD but 

not in DEV
− Discuss with team to see if valid reason for this but most likely will then manually delete these objects from 

STG/PROD

MIGRATION PLAN
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MIGRATION PLAN EXAMPLE

Resource Location Step/Action DEV Timing DEV Status STG Timing STG Status

PROD 

Timing

PROD 

Status

System Admin Outlook Notify the end users and the Help Desk of the outage N/A N/A N/A N/A 22-Aug Not Started

DBA Databases Run off pattern backup N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed 23-Aug Not Started

System Admin Manage Packages Create Package to include the following:

Applications:

Contacts

Questionnaires:

Operating Test Results

Workspaces:

Vendor Management

Dashboards:

Vendor Management

Access Roles:

General User

IT Project Manager

13-Aug Completed N/A N/A N/A N/A

System Admin Manage Packages Export the package to the folder for this change request 13-Aug Completed N/A N/A N/A N/A

System Admin Install Packages Import package N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed 23-Aug Not Started

System Admin Install Packages Perform Package Mapping N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed N/A N/A

System Admin Install Packages Export mapping N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed N/A N/A

System Admin Install Packages Import mapping N/A N/A N/A N/A 23-Aug Not Started

System Admin Install Packages Execute mapping N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed 23-Aug Not Started

System Admin Install Packages Install Package:

1. Select all available objects

2. Translation Option = Full Install for all

3. Install Method = Create New and Update for all

4. Install Option = Override Permission/Override Layout for all

N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed 23-Aug Not Started

System Admin Install Packages Review Errors and Warnings N/A N/A 13-Aug Completed 23-Aug Not Started
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MIGRATION PLAN

EMAIL REF
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KATIE

DDE NAMES

GUIDs GUIDs

DFLT FIELDS

TAB IT!

GROUPS x2

CONTACT ADMIN

DATAFEED USR

DESCRIPTIONS

ANDREA

Standardize Application layouts logically by using 

tabs with Admin Only views.  
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APPLICATION LAYOUTS

Standardize Application Builder layouts logically.  This makes understanding and supporting 
applications that you don’t see everyday much easier.  It also keeps applications free of unneeded 
items.
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APPLICATION LAYOUTS

 Application Tab contains the fields the 
end user will see.

 Administrative Tab contains fields 
used for Administrative purposes that 
the end user does not need to see.  
There are 3 sections on this tab:

− System Fields

− Helper Fields

− Record Permission Fields

 Historical Tab contains fields that are 
no longer used in the application but 
cannot be deleted because they hold 
historical information.
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 We would love to hear your ideas for Archer developer best practices so share your knowledge 
and experience in the Archer Community on RSA Link! 

− https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community

YOUR SUGGESTIONS

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-community
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PLEASE COMPLETE 
THE SESSION 
EVALUATION

Katie Bacon

kbacon@imf.org

Andrea Dollen

Andrea.Dollen@crowe.com

mailto:kbacon@imf.org
mailto:Andrea.Dollen@crowe.com
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 When in doubt, clarify requirements with business – this will save a lot of time down the line if you 

misunderstood and prevent rework.

 Use a long term perspective and minimize ongoing maintenance by simplifying and avoiding complexity.

 Consider splitting questions into multiple tabs or multiple questionnaires when getting lengthy.  Dividing up 

the content can improve performance, user experience and usability.

 The only reason to replace old fields with new fields is to change the field type.  If you do replace a field, 

export the data out of the old field and import it into the new field.  YOU know that you replaced field A with 

field B and that’s where the historical data is, but no one else knows that!

 Consider inactivating the out of the box (OOB) Inherited Permission Fields and creating new ones instead.  

The OOB fields often given more access than is required.

 Suggest using sub-forms instead of a single “Override” field.  Using a sub-form can capture the who, when, 

and why so override actions are well documented for audit.

 Helper fields should generally be private or off-layout since they don’t need to be seen by end users.  If 

they’re not private, make sure you set them to not show in search!

BONUS! APPLICATION DESIGN
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 Fewer than 500 fields on layout

 Fewer than 10 root tabs and 20 child tabs

 Never nest more than 2 tab sets

 Fewer than 100 data driven events

 Avoid more than 25 ACL events

 Fewer than 10 total Record Permission fields

 Fewer than 7 rules-based Record Permission fields

 Fewer than 20 Cross-Reference fields

 Fewer than 500 total Cross-References per record

 Limit the number of displayed rich text controls

 Aim for fewer than 300 questions on a Questionnaire

BONUS! COMPONENT QUANTITIES
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 Think like the user when you name a field.  If the name doesn’t make sense to them, you may not get the 
data that you are expecting.

 Make sure field name makes sense without the contextual clues of the record layout.  When you see a 
field named “Delegate” on a report, how do you know if it is a delegate for the Submitter or the Reviewer?

 Remove any extra spaces before or after an object name.  This can cause headaches later when data 
feeds or imports fail.

 Don’t use the same name for a new report as a previously existing report in another application,  as this 
can cause issues in a migration (as well as confusing users).

 Avoid using special characters in object names (fields, values lists) as they can (and will) cause issues 
with data imports and data feeds.  We have seen problems with special characters used as delimiters 
(commas, pipes, slashes, etc..) and “&” should always be replaced with the word "and" whenever 
possible!

 Data Driven Event (DDE) names should not include numbers to match Rules to Actions.  Often there is a 
many-to-many relationship so the numbering scheme quickly falls apart.

BONUS! NAMING CONVENTIONS
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NAMES

 Application and Solution Names should be 3 words or less

 Field and Section Names should be 2 words or less

 Report and iView Names should be 5 words or less

 Workspace and Dashboard Names should be 3 words or less

BONUS! NAMES AND PREFIXES

FIELD PREFIXES

 ‘zzz_’ or ‘Z – ‘

− Use for inactive field names and DDEs

 ‘Helper’ or ‘H – ‘

− Use for a field that is off-layout but is needed to support something in the application

 ‘DP’

− Use for fields that are specifically for a Data Publication

 ‘DFM’

− Use for fields that are only used or are critical to the Data Feed Manager
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 Be consistent in using coloring/images

− Wherever possible, use official corporate brand colors.

− Some images don’t have a transparent background (even some OOB), and when used make the 
system look ‘old’.

 All notifications should use your company logo letterhead, not the default RSA letterhead.  Do this early, 
as it’s much more work to go back and change it later.

 Make sure dashboards, quick links, and solutions in workspaces are applicable to users.  Removing 
unused items makes navigation easier and users happier!

 Make sure default fields in reports are relevant to the user.  Many OOB fields are set to default and are 
ultimately not used, which negatively impacts the user experience.

BONUS! LOOK AND FEEL/NAV MENU
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 When you copy a field, don’t leave "Copy_of…" as the Alias.  In places Aliases are used (i.e. datafeeds, 
database, data publication) this can be very confusing!

 Choose which type of help text to use and use it consistently across the platform.  Doing so will ensure 
that users always know where to look for help.

 For numeric fields, include prefixes and suffixes when it helps to better understand the data.

 Always include an off-layout System Tracking ID which doesn’t include a prefix/suffix.  The field uniquely 
identifies the record across the entire platform and can be used for data imports and datafeeds.

 Include an on-layout prefixed Application Tracking ID in the top left corner of the “General Information” or 
top section.  The Application ID is unique to only that application, and is a much lower number that is 
easier for users to reference.

 The key field should be the Application Tracking ID, not a text field or the System Tracking ID (the one 
exception to this for us is Contacts where we use Full Name instead).

 Add a Record Status field so that it can be used for “Always True” conditions as there are only 2 possible 
values that are always set by the system (never blank).

BONUS! FIELDS
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 Use Global Values Lists (GVLs) for cases where the same values are referenced many times, otherwise 
field specific values lists should be used.

 Don’t change a GVL or a shared sub-form without first discussing with the rest of your team so you can 
determine what else will be affected before proceeding.

 Delete unused values as long lists will likely result in unhappy users as they have trouble finding what 
they’re looking for.

 Use correct and consistent grammar.  For instance, if you capitalize every word in a value that is part of a 
values list, do it for all the values in that list.

 If improper mapping happened previously and you find duplicate values where one has a (1) at the end: 

− If there is NO data in the existing field, the method to cleanup is usually:

• Delete the value without the (1) at the end 

• Rename the one with the (1) to not have a (1)

− If there IS data in the existing field, the method to cleanup is usually:

• Delete the value with the (1) at the end

• When next migrating a package with that application, you must manually map these 2 values together

BONUS! VALUES LISTS
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 All applications should have an active History Log field so you have the ability to see who did what and 
when.

 Do not default to tracking all fields!

− Help the business to agree on the least number of fields required, plus any fields needed to 
troubleshoot should issues arise.

− Calculated fields that recalculate every day clutter the History Log with data that is not useful.

 History Logs should not be limited to a certain number of records or time period.  This can lead to data 
loss when it is needed the most.

 If you have a long History Log, use the hyperlink format instead of the grid as this can affect how quickly 
the record loads.

BONUS! HISTORY LOGS
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 Keep calculations simple, as complex calculations are much harder to troubleshoot.

 Think through the logical workflow of an application to check that you have a logical calculation order.  
Proper ordering is critical for your application to work as designed.

− Remember that Automatic and Inherited Record Permissions are calculated fields.

− "Status" type calculations will almost always be last or very near the end of the order.

 Remove calculations from inactive fields wherever possible.  Inactive fields still calculate, which can 
produce errors and slow system performance.

− If a field needs to be kept because it holds data, remove the calculation and paste it into the description 
area.

 To organize IF calculations:

− If there is a nested IF statement, put it on a new line and indent.

− The ‘if true’ segment of the calculation should be on a new line indented from the associated IF.

− The ‘if false’ statement should be on a new line and the indent lined up with the ‘if true’ statement .

 All applications should have a current date field named "Helper: Recalculation“ so it can be used in a data 
feed for selective re-calculation if needed.

 If you have a long calculation that isn’t working, try each statement in the calculation one line (or multiple 
lines) at a time until you’ve narrowed down the problem statement.

BONUS! CALCULATIONS
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 Before creating a new DDE, confirm that there isn't an existing one to prevent duplicates.

 Delete or inactivate (and move to the end) DDE Rules and Actions that aren’t being used so the 
active ones are easier to find.

 DDE Rules should be setup in the order you would expect them to occur in the workflow to avoid 
unexpected behavior:  
− If you have an "Always True" DDE Rule, it will most likely be the very first rule.  

− If you have an "Overall Status = Complete" DDE Rule, it would likely be one of the last ones.

− An "Always True" DDE Rule can be created using OR logic with any field.  However, consider using a system 
field with a known set of values that will always be populated and prevents new values from being added.
• Record Status (Equals New or Equals Updated) is useful for the “Always True” rule.

 Always have an Apply Conditional Layout DDE Action which is your universal default layout.
− Associated with your "Always True" DDE Rule, and named “Hide Conditional Fields”.

− Use the Action to hide all conditional sections/fields.  

− All subsequent DDEs will show/display tabs/section/fields.

− Using this method, when you add a conditional field later you only need to hide it in your one “Default” Action.

 Avoid referencing a text field in a DDE Rule, as users may misspell or abbreviate responses.  Use a 
Values List field instead to avoid this issue.

BONUS! DATA DRIVEN EVENTS (DDE)
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 Reports built for data feeds should start with ‘A2A:’ or ‘DFM:’ to indicate the report should not be modified 
or deleted.

 If you use an XML file to load source fields for a data feed, you need to preserve the XML file. If you need 
to modify the data feed later, you may not be able to go back to the source, so keeping the original XML 
prevents rework.

 If ANYONE asks for a minutely data feed, just say no!  Data feeds should run as infrequently as possible 
while still meeting the business need.  Short frequencies add up to a large number of data feed running 
and using up your system resources.  When short frequencies are required, consider using API instead.

 Limit data feeds to consuming changed sets of data rather than full inventories to allow for the data feed to 
run more quickly.

− You can limit the number of source records by using data feed tokens like Last Updated Date/Time or 
filters.

− If you need to compare full data sets to what is already in Archer for archiving, this method will not work.  
If data feed performance is an issue, research the data feed tokens available or consider using API 
instead.

BONUS! DATA FEEDS
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If you have more tips to add or better 
suggestions, send them our way!  We’re strong 
supporters of the Archer Community and have 
great interest in helping our peers in any way we 
can!

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!!!  

MORE TIPS?

Katie Bacon

kbacon@imf.org

Andrea Dollen

Andrea.Dollen@crowe.com

ARCHER SUMMIT
SINGAPORE 2017

mailto:kbacon@imf.org
mailto:Andrea.Dollen@crowe.com

